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FORWARD

How do you spread the word? A foreign army is 
occupying your country. Public meetings are banned. 
The radio and newspapers are censored. Talk of in
dependence is forbidden and the secret police are 
everywhere—overhearing conversations, arresting 
anyone they suspect as a “terrorist”, torturing political 
prisoners. How can you communicate under those con
ditions? How can you teach and organize and inspire 
people to revolt—to fight for their independence?

These were some of the enormous problems facing 
the independence movements in Portugal’s African 
colonies: Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and 
the islands of Sao Tome and Principe. In Angola—the 
largest and richest of the colonies—the Popular Move
ment for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) led a 14-year 
guerrilla war against Portuguese colonialism. It was not 
until November 11, 1975 that Angola won its indepen
dence. It took years of patient, careful organizing- 
years of war and sacrifice—to defeat the Portuguese, 
who had the active support of many European nations, 
the United States, and the white-minority regimes in 
Rhodesia and South Africa.

The MPLA was fighting to end one of the most op
pressive social and economic systems in the world. 
Portugal, under a fascist dictatorship until 1974, kept 
most of its own people in poverty, while it maintained

the most brutal and repressive control in the African 
colonies.

The Portuguese had exploited Angola for nearly 500 
years. Between 1580 and 1913, the Portuguese and 
their European partners captured an estimated 7 
million Angolans and sold them overseas as slaves. 
Even after slavery was formally abolished, the Portu
guese enforced a system of contract labor. Under this 
system, Angolans who could not pay the heavy taxes, or 
who were suspected of “vagrancy”, were forced to 
work for Portuguese settlers under conditions of virtual 
slavery. Those who rebelled were killed or sentenced to 
hard labor on the cocoa plantations of Sao Tome—a 
kind of Portuguese Devil’s Island.

The Portuguese colonialists were only concerned 
with reaping profits from the land and people of 
Angola. With great natural resources—oil, diamonds, 
coffee and cotton—Angola had the wealth to become a 
prosperous nation. But the Portuguese did nothing to 
develop that potential for the Angolan people. In 
colonial Angola, the schools and hospitals were built for 
the Portuguese settlers. As a result, 99% of the 
Angolan people were kept illiterate, and many died in 
childhood from disease and poverty.

However, the people of Angola had a long history of 
resistance to the violence of Portuguese rule and ex
ploitation. The most recent struggle against these con
ditions began with the formation of the MPLA in 1956.
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From the start, the MPLA was dedicated to building a 
national movement against Portuguese colonialism. It 
set out to unite peasants, workers and intellectuals—to 
bring together members of all tribes and people from 
all parts of the country. The MPLA defended the 
interests of Angola’s six million black inhabitants (80% 
of the population), but it was always open to any white 
willing to fight for independence.

The first task was education about the struggle for 
independence. Through leaflets, wall posters, and 
secret study groups, the MPLA began to explain to the 
Angolan people what it stood for, who it was fighting, 
and most importantly, how the people, united and 
organized, could defeat Portuguese rule and build a 
new society.

On February 4, 1961, the MPLA launched the armed 
struggle with an attack on the central prison in Luanda, 
the capital city. They were trying to free a number of 
political prisoners whom they feared the Portuguese 
were about to execute. The attack failed, and the 
Portuguese retaliation was brutal. In the uprisings that 
followed, thousands of Angolans were killed—over 
3,000 in Luanda alone. The MPLA rebels who survived 
retreated into the mountains. Although this action was 
a military defeat, the MPLA assault on the prison was 
an important turning point in the Angolan struggle. It 
showed the world that the people of Angola were be
ginning to fight for their freedom.

One month later, the workers on coffee and cotton 
plantations in northern Angola rose up against the 
white settlers who owned the land. Partly the uprising 
was spontaneous, partly it was encouraged by a tri- 
bally-based group, the FNLA. But there was no real 
organization to follow up and direct the revolt, and the 
Portuguese army and settlers crushed the local rebel
lion. That experience convinced the MPLA all the more 
that the movement for independence needed a solid or
ganization with strong roots among the people 
thoughout the country.

T h is comic book describes these early days of the 
fight against Portuguese colonialism. It is one of many 
books, pamphlets and leaflets produced and distributed 
by the MPLA to explain their goals and tactics to the 
Angolan people. For many Angolans, it tells a familiar 
story. The main character is a 17-year-old Angolan, 
Paulo. He is the servant of a wealthy white family that 
works him day and night, pays him poorly, and treats 
him with contempt. Paulo is driven to rebel by the daily 
humiliations he must suffer. On his way to work, he is 
harassed by Portuguese soldiers—a common, demean
ing experience. He is searched and must show his I.D. 
or pass card. Later he is whipped and almost killed by 
white vigilantes (a Portuguese Ku Klux Klan) and 
hunted by the police.* When Paulo fights back, but is 
forced to run, he is rescued by an MPLA militant in the 
nick of time. Paulo has shown courage but now he must



learn how to fight. The MPLA helps Paulo to under
stand the nature of his enemy, Portuguese colonialism 
and its imperialist allies, and how to fight through a 
revolutionary organization for a better way of life.

Paulo’s story reminded me of a Vietnamese I once 
met who had fought against the French colonial army 
occupying his country. I asked him what made him first 
decide to join the resistance against the French. He 
said that it went back to his school days in Hanoi when 
the French kids taunted him, calling him racist names 
and pushing him around. He would fight back and get 
arrested. But every time, he said, he would grow more 
committed to the idea of forcing the French out of his 
country. When he grew up he joined the Viet Minh 
guerrillas and served as a captain at the battle of Dien 
Bien Phu in 1954, where the French were decisively 
defeated and forced to pull out of Vietnam.

Like the Vietnamese, Paulo and the Angolan people 
learned the necessity of taking up arms against a 
vicious colonial rule. They also learned the necessity of 
building toward the future. Throughout the war, the 
MPLA worked to lay the foundations for a radically new 
society that could develop fully after independence. 
The MPLA organized under the slogan “People’s 
Power.’’ In the liberated areas they created new 
political, economic and social institutions to meet the 
people’s needs. They established women’s organiza
tions, trade unions and student groups. Thousands of

children and adults learned to read in MPLA schools, 
where they gained political education as well as prac
tical skills. The MPLA set up medical clinics to provide 
and teach basic health care. In the rural areas, the 
people raised crops collectively on shared plots of land, 
and established “people’s stores” to exchange food for 
other basic necessities. It was this social revolution, 
being carried out in the midst of the war, that gen
erated mass support for the MPLA—a revolution that 
would create the conditions for true independence, and 
in the process, create the new Angolan man and 
woman.

—Steve Talbot

* the Portuguese Secret Police (PIDE) were trained by 
the Gestapo in the 1930’s.
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This is the story of the transformation of the Angolan people 
from slavery into struggle and from struggle to freedom.

This is a story from the Angola of today. Paulo stands 
for fighting youth, fighting, arms in hand, against the 
foreign occupation.

The centuries old colonialist tyranny is already re
ceding before the determined will of the Angolan 
people to win their independence.

As Angolans become conscious of and act against 
colonial abuses, they become free. Free in their con
sciousness which guides the people, free in the moun
tains and jungles feeding the guerrillas, free in the 
underground of the cities and neighborhoods.

It is the fighting Angolans who are hastening the ar
rival of a radiant future for all human kind. They have 
discovered themselves as a valid part of humanity, 
conscious of their place in life and the world. Conscious 
of what they have contributed so that each man, each 
women, each child can feel free in their country, so that 
every human being can feel capable of serving the

people in whatever capacity with their ideas and 
feelings.

The Angolan fighters are the transformers of Angola 
into a free country for all Angolans, nobly offering 
themselves to fight until victory or death.

These fighters do not act in an anarchistic manner, 
but are linked with the MPLA, the vanguard force of 
the Angolan people. Disciplined, active, they are illu
minated by the sun of patriotism, setting fire to the 
plains, making the mountains tremble with their revolt 
against Portuguese colonialism, against imperialism. 
They do not confuse friends with enemies; they do not 
preserve in their spirit tribalism, regionalism, or racial 
prejudice.

The Angolan fighers are the present and future 
Angola.

In their hearts—Victory or Death!
In their sight—Victory!
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POT MA'AMTHIS CAN'T BE 

THERE'S *3  MUCH TROUBLE. IN 
THE STREETS WITH THESE 
SRAZ.Y WHITES. LEAVING AT 

lo : ? 0  IS TOO LATE AN|> I 

S T IL L  HAVE. TO BUY UNCLE, 

JO AO 'S  W IN E . HE'S S K K

.WHAT?\ SAYIN4 BAI>THINGS 
ABOUT WHITES! I'LL  HAVE YOU 
ARR ESTE P,YOU INSOLENT THIKAj

Yo u 'r e  n o t  ^ e t t in ^  w i n e . 

FOR UNCLE UOAO, BUT TOR 
YOURSELF, YOU PRUNKARP 
AREN'T You ASHAMED TO BE 

i<5olN<g OUT LIKE THE OTHER 
NKriERS To RRINK IN THE
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WELL, WELL/ IF IT  ISN'T THAT SMARTASS 
PAULO > t>0 YOU HAVE YOUR \.P. BOY 

IF YOU PO/YOU CAN BUY A PRINK FOR 

OFFICER 4ERM ANO. IF Y ou  PON'T HAVE '

Your i .p. i t 'll  BE two prinks, ane> 
THEN TOWN TO HEAP QUARTERS.,,

PAY FOR APRSNK?Yc«m
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1N S U L T I ? VIHAT5.THAT, BoY ?
You LoN'T RESf>E<T AUTHORITY? 
THIS IS WHAT I > 0  t o  PUNKS, 

Y o u  Q U E E R  1
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LISBON

l a s t  n i g h t  a  b a n d
OF TERRORISTS  
ASSAULTED THE 
NA TIV E QUARTER
y e s t e r d a y  a r o u n d  m i d n i g h t  a
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W ITH CZECHOSLOVAKIAN AUTOMATIC 
WEAP0N5, ATTACKED THE NATIVE QUARTER 
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THE N A TIV E  POPULATION, AND OF 
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O H,O H,O H! LOOK AT VJHATTHE 
Co l o n ia l is t s  s a y . a  B a n  p o p  

TERRORISTS! HUM! T H E S E  
NEWSPAPERS ONLY LIE, THEY  
ONLY L IE ! IT 'S  TO FOOL TH E  

PEOPLE
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TH A T NKSHT

____________________37

T H E  N14HT VgiTH ANPRE

H E R E  IT  M V S  T H E  M P LA  IS FI<iHT|N<S 
T o  PEFEKIP T H E  P EA S A N T ANPW oRkINA 
H A S S E S .T H E  TWO M O ST IM PO RTANT 

G RO UPS IN  T H E  C O U N TR Y

T H E  M P L A  FIGHTS FOR T H E  PRINCIPLE', 

''E Q U A L  PAY FOR EQUAL W O R K" THIS 
MEANS TH A T  PEOPLE A R E P A IP  
ACCORDING T O  T H E  WORK THEY PO.

THAT NK3HT WITH ANPRE AMP PoMINCP

RAPIPAN P VIGOROUS 5TRU<iALE ACiAlNST 
ILLITERACY. FREE PRIMARY SCHOOL FOR 
A L L  CHILPREN. THAT'S CiOOP,HOH?
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I'VE A  PLAN TO  
I F R E E  TH E 
I PRISONERS, 

D A M I .. .

'Y ou JA C K A SS!

j j haven't  you learned
I | YET THAT YOU <AN'T  

'  i<jO AROUND MAKING 

Ia l l t h i s  n o i s e ?
Not UNTIL w ere
IN S ID E  SOMEWHERE! 

,<50 AWAY ( W A IT FOR 

M E T H IS  AFTERNOON

IN y o u r  h o u s e



I-------- -------------------------------------- 1
YES,YouK>LAN LOOKS LIKE A GOOD ONE-. I'M l '  
GOING TO TALK TO THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE ’ 
FOR OUR .SECTION BUT I ALSO WANT TO TELL 
YOU THAT YDU DID SOMETHIN'S VERY BAP \
TODAY. Y ou ATTRACTED EVERY BO DYS ATTENTIOt 
THE P.I.D-E.KEEPS IT EYES ON THE PEO PLE. 
YOU ARE A MILITANT AND A MILITANT HAS 
THE OBLIGATION TO BE. VERY CAUTIOUS. A  
MILITANT CANNOT BO ANYTHING IN A 
U G H T -H E A D E P  WAY. THE P.I.D.E. IS VERY 
STRONG, iT  15 STILL STRONGER THAN W E  
A R E . SO r tO P L E  <AN DO ONLY ONE THING ■ 
|B E  MC -  TOGETHER ANB BETTER ORGANIZE!1 
THAN T .T  *...P.E.

YOU W E R E  A FOOLTOPAY,Y0U W E R E  NOT 
T O G E T H E R . I HO PE TH A T YOU LEARN  
SOMETHING p r o m  THIS, THAT You LEARN 
TO t>0 THING S WITH BETTER -JUDGEMENT. 
NOW, A S FOR YOUR PLAN, I'M GOING TO 
S P E A K  TO T H O S E  RESPONSIB LE.Y OU CAN
B e g in  t o  s t u d y  t h e  o p e r a t io n  .t e l l
THE COMRADS ABOUT IT AND TALK IT OVER 
THEY'LL FIGURE OUT ALOT OF THINGS THAT
----------- '  COULO B E B ETTER .Y O U

SH OULDN 'T PLAN IT ALL BY 
Y ooR SE-LF. IW U -L G IV E Y o U 
AN A N S W E R  AND H E L P  

YOU.

ONE WEEK LATER
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I Ha d  DRAWN UP a  PLAN TO FREE  

THE PRISONERS, BUT TODAY I GOT 

S o m e  N E W S . T H EY  a r e  GOING

A  BLOWTORCH IS EASY 
To A R R A N G E ^ I WASH 

CLOTHES FOR a  MAN  
WHO OWNS A  METAL

w o r k s  s h o d .t o m o r r o w  

\ < a n  g e t  a  

BLOWTORCH
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?N THE MEANTiME!

I COT THE &EES. LOOK 

HOWANCRY THEY 
ARE'. OlC> YOU FIND> 

T H E C LOTHES?

HERE 
j THEY 

ARE'.

WITH T H E S E  COHTKACT 

L A B O R E R 'S  C LO TH E S, 

NO O N E  WILL N O TICE US
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W E  <AN WAIT, <OMRAt>E, 

THE ATAKK. WAS 
WELL PLANNED,VERY 

WELL 0ON EI

WELL <OMRA0ES, ARE 
You ALL RKjHT? THIS 

i WILL ONLY TAKE 

A MINUTE.

HE'$ NOT >EA0/IS 
HE, AN ORE? HE'S 
ONLY WOUNOEO IN 
THE LE<a,ISNT HE?

•GETAW AY FROM TH E  t>OOR,IM 

<]OtN<q T O  SHOOT AT  THE 
LOCK. W E 'LL S E E  IF  

TH A T  W O R K S . ■.

0ONE WITH THIS 
NEEO AN

ME A

ONLY WAY
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IN the. Camp You'll find aoao;t h E 
<qUIC>E. JACINTO AND ANORE WILL 
5TAYINTHE SECTOR IN THE CITY 

&ONUNWA WILL E E  TH E SECTOR'S 
L1AS0N WTO THE GUERILLAS. OUR 
SUPPORT WORK FOR THE CiORRlLLAS 

MUST EE  VERY WELL
I>ONE

YES,THAT'S 
VERY IMPORTANT
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FROM VICTORY TO VICTORY TH E ANGOLAN 
PEO PLE A R E  MARC HI NO TOWARDS 
IN D E P E N D E N C E .T H E R E  15 NO LIBERTY 
W ITHOUT STRUO OLE!T H E R E  IS NO 
HAPPINESS WITHOUT STRUOOLEwsi?®[av®B BSAsrca
WKl@lSlSgM®SBBB ‘

EPILOGUE
There were many more ambushes, many more acts of 

sabotage before the Angolan people won their independence. 
There were setbacks, defeats, times when the movement 
looked like it might be destroyed from outside pressures and 
internal disputes. Portuguese agents tried to kill Agostinho 
Neto, the leader of the MPLA. (He escaped, but the 
Portuguese did arrange the murder of Amilcar Cabral in 
Guinea-Bissau and Eduardo Mondlane, the first president of 
FRELIMO in Mozambique). In spite of all this, the MPLA 
grew stronger, and Portugal became more desperate.

The United States government tried to shore up Portugal’s 
crumbling empire. It sent direct military aid to Lisbon and 
supplied arms for the colonial wars through NATO. The 
Portuguese used U.S. planes, napalm, helicopters and other 
weapons in Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau. This 
stream of aid kept the war dragging on, but it could not 
bring victory.

The Portuguese soldiers knew this. They began to tire of 
the war, to ask why they were fighting it at all. They came 
from impoverished Portugal, where the unemployment rate

was 25% and a million Portuguese were forced to look for 
work elsewhere in Europe. The wars were draining Portu
gal’s treasury and maiming a generation. The number of 
soldiers in Angola alone grew to over 70,000, with no end in 
sight. The troops began to refuse orders, to rebel, and some 
even deserted and joined the MPLA.

Finally, when the fascist Caetano regime in Portugal 
ignored this warning and refused to stop the colonial wars, 
the Portuguese military staged a coup in April, 1974. They 
toppled the government and put an end to the colonial wars 
themselves. The Portuguese called it the “flower revolu
tion’ ’—its symbol was a red carnation in the barrel of a gun.

The coup took most of the world by surprise, including the 
government of the United States and the CIA. The liberation 
fighters in southern Africa and their friends and foes around 
the world watched to s^e what the new government would do.

On September 10, 1974 the Portuguese government recog
nized the independence of Guinea-Bissau, which had already 
declared itself independent the year before. On June 25, 
1975, Mozambique became independent. The next month 
Sao Tome and Principe won their freedom.
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Angola was a different story. It had long been “the prize of 

the Portuguese Empire.” Portugal, South Africa, the U.S. 
and many European countries were not prepared to give up 
their stake in Angola’s oil and other resources. Gulf Oil 
Corporation was pumping 150,000 barrels of oil a day out of 
the northern province of Cabinda. U.S. banks and corpora
tions had offices and plants in Luanda, the capital city. South 
Africa had over a billion dollars invested in Angola in dia
mond production and hydroelectric plants. Companies of 
many countries ran extensive plantations and mines.

Beyond these immediate economic interests, the Western 
powers recognized that Angola was in a key strategic position 
in turbulent Southern Africa. For years, an “unholy alliance” 
of racist, white-minority regimes dominated this area. The 
Portuguese controlled Mozambique and Angola. In Rhodesia 
(which Africans call Zimbabwe), 250,000 whites held political 
and economic power over almost six million blacks. South 
Africa’s four million whites kept 18 million blacks under the 
domination of the apartheid system—the world’s most 
vicious system of racial separation and exploitation. South 
Africa illegally occupied Namibia (Soughwest Africa)—the 
mineral-rich desert nation of 800,000 people on the border of 
Angola—despite repeated UN demands for that country’s 
independence.

This network of white-dominated states, which Secretary of 
State Kissinger described in 1969 as ‘ ‘here to stay”, began to 
crumble after the coup in Portugal. The independence of 
Mozambique under FRELIMO, a fraternal organization of the 
MPLA, troubles Rhodesia and South Africa no end. A look at 
the map shows why. Black nationalist guerrillas from 
Rhodesia have recently established new base camps in 
Mozambique and have already begun raids across the border 
into northeastern Rhodesia. South Africa has tried to reach a

temporary accomodation with the militant Marxist govern
ment in Mozambique. But in the long run, the leaders of the 
apartheid regime know that FRELIMO will not be satisfied 
until there is a representative, black majority government in 
South Africa.

The victory of the MPLA in Angola could only add to South 
Africa’s problems. Angola shares a long border with Nami
bia. If the Namibian liberation fighters from SWAPO, the 
South West African People’s Organization were able to freely 
cross this border, they could wrest Namibia from South 
African control much more quickly. No doubt this would 
hasten the downfall of the South African regime itself.

For all these reasons, the United States government did 
not intend to let the MPLA take power in Angola. It helped 
coordinate a Western strategy of trying to block the MPLA by 
promoting two rival, pro-Western groups in Angola—the 
FNLA (National Front for the Liberation of Angola) and 
UNIT A (National Union for the Total Independence of An
gola). Kissinger hoped to supply enough aid and arms to 
make these weaker groups strong enough to challenge the 
MPLA’s power; and he backed the Portuguese in insisting 
that power be handed over to a coalition government. It was a 
losing strategy.

Nathaniel Davis, who held the top U.S. State Department 
post for African affairs, argued against this approach to Kis
singer in a frank memo: “Neither Savimbi (UNITA) or Ro
berto (FNLA) are good fighters—in fact, they couldn’t fight 
their way out of a paper bag. It’s the wrong game and the 
players we got are losers. ”

The difference between the MPLA and its two rivals is a long
standing one. FNLA began as a secessionist movement in the 
North among the Bakungo tribe. It lacked a coherent political 
program. Under President Kennedy, the CIA began giving
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$10,000 a year to Holden Roberto, FNLA’s leader, because he 
posed less of a threat to U.S. interests than the MPLA. 
Roberto also received U.S. aid through his brother-in-law, 
President Mobutu, of neighboring Zaire. Mobutu himself had 
come to power with the help of the CIA after Patrice Lumum
ba, the radical nationalist, was killed in the early 60’s. 
Mobutu opened Zaire for Western investment, and Roberto 
promised to do the same in Angola. The FNLA never 
developed a national base in the country, and had weakened 
as a force in recent years.

UNITA was founded in 1966 by Jonas Savimbi as a split-off 
from FNLA. It, too, was tribally-based, but among the Ovin- 
bunda people of Southeast Angola. Its program was not much 
more developed than FNLA’s. It fielded a small army and 
made attacks on the Portuguese from inside neighboring 
Zambia. In 1975, Savimbi was added to the CIA payroll.

In January of 1975, Kissinger’s elite “40 Committee”—the 
same group that coordinated covert warfare against the Al- 
lende government in Chile—approved $60 million to be spent 
on weapons and military supplies for the FNLA and UNITA. 
Kissinger did this when it became clear that the Portuguese 
government intended to grant independence to Angola on 
November 11, even though the anti-MPLA forces were still 
weak.

The MPLA responded to the Portuguese announcement 
and the U.S escalation by stepping up its organizing and 
base-building efforts throughout the country. When the ex
tent of the American aid to the UNITA/FNLA forces be
came clear, the MPLA braced for the seemingly inevitable 
showdown. As attacks on its militants and strongholds in
creased, it moved to strengthen its own forces. The MPLA 
asked for increased arms and material aid from the Soviet 
Union, which had given such assistance to the liberation

fighters over the years. The MPLA also sought advisors from 
Cuba to help train the many new recruits who wished to de
fend their revolution from attack. The Cubans, who had won 
their own freedom from U.S. domination and underdevelop
ment only sixteen years ago, had been a long-time supporter 
of many African independence struggles. They sent over two 
hundred advisors and technicians in solidarity with the An
golan struggle.

Fighting raged on for the rest of the year between the 
MPLA and the other groups. As Davis had predicted, even 
with immense aid and assistance from the U.S., the interven
tion of hundreds of British, U.S. and Portuguese mercenar
ies, and the support of Zaire and Zambia, the FNLA/UNITA 
forces were no match for the MPLA.

By October, South Africa decided to intervene openly and 
massively in Angola. Moving from base areas in Namibia, 
thousands of South African troops invaded Angola and fought 
with the FNLA/UNITA troops to prevent the MPLA from 
coming to power on November 11. South African officials 
later claimed what many suspected at the time: that they had 
acted with the knowledge of the U.S. government and with 
promises of its full support.

Faced with a massive invasion and fighting on several 
fronts, the MPLA requested that Cuba send troops to help 
expel the South Africans and their allies. Cuba responded 
immediately. Within weeks, the South African advance was 
stalled.

Meanwhile, the LP.S. Congress had become increasingly 
critical of the nature and the extent of U.S. involvement in 
Angola. Many people in Congress expressed fears of another 
Vietnam. At a time of economic crisis and budget cuts, with 
daily revelations of new CIA atrocities and suspicion of the 
administration’s covert operations, many in Congress and
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most of the American people were not prepared to support 
another war—especially when it meant the U.S. would be 
fighting on the side of South Africa and that Gulf Oil would be 
one of the few beneficiaries of such a victory. In December, 
the Congress voted to cut off any further covert aid to the 
anti-MPLA forces. Kissinger and Ford reacted hysterically, 
but Congress—and the American people—have not rallied to 
their side.

Since then, the MPLA forces have won a major victory. 
They have defeated the South African troops and have 
military control of most of Angola. The People’s Republic of 
Angola, which the MPLA proclaimed on November 11, 1975, 
has been recognized by an overwhelming majority of the

nations of the world. It has been admitted to the Organization 
of African Unity. But the dangers confronting the MPLA have 
not yet passed. As they begin the difficult task of rebuilding 
their country, unifying its people and developing a new 
economic order, many obstacles remain. Just because the 
major fighting has ended, it does not mean that those who 
have intervened over the centuries will suddenly abandon 
their schemes. The MPLA’s watchword remains: “A Luta 
Continua”—the struggle continues. Our task here remains 
the continuing struggle against U.S. intervention in Angola, 
in any form.

*-Peoples Press

RECOMMENDED READINGS & RESOURCE CENTERS
BOOKS
Basil Davidson, In the Eye of the Storm: Angola's People. 
Anchor/Doubleday, 1973; $2.95 ppbk.
Africa Research Group, Race to Power: The Struggle for 
Southern Africa. Anchor/Doubleday, 1974; $3.95 ppbk.
SUPPORT & RESOURCE CENTERS
LSM (Liberation Support Movement), P.O. Box 756, Berk
eley, CA. 94701. LSM publishes many pamphlets on the 
peoples’ struggles in Africa. Some of these are:

Angola: Five Centuries of Portuguese Exploitation, by 
Americo Boavida, $2.50.
With the Guerrillas in Angola, by Don Barnett, $ .75.
Making of a Middle Cadre, Story of Rui de Pinto, Angola, 
MPLA, edited by Don Barnett, $1.75.

CCLAMG (Chicago Committee for the Liberation of Angola, 
Mozambique and Guinea), 1476 W. Irving Pk., Chicago, 111. 
60613. CCLAMG publishes various materials on the African 
liberation struggles, such as:

OMA: Organization of Angolan Women, new edition.

MPLA Solidarity Committee, 825 West End ave. #14F, N.Y., 
N.Y. 10025. Recently formed to build support for MPLA and 
provide information on the struggle in Angola.
For continuing coverage of events in Angola, as well as 
background information;
LNS (Liberation News Service), 160 Claremont Ave., N.Y., 
N.Y.10027
Guardian Newspaper, 33 West 17th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011 
InterNews, Box 4400, Berkeley, CA. 94704

ALSO FROM PEOPLES PRESS...
Palestine Lives $ .50
Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organ
ization (PLO), offers a clear and dramatic introduction to the 
history of the Palestinian people and the roots of the present 
Mideast conflict in his historic speech to the United Nations. 
24 pages, lots of graphics.

Stop Forced Sterilization!/Alto a Esterilizacion Forzada! $ .50
A new bilingual pamphlet (in Spanish and English) which ex
amines the myth of over-population, gives examples and sta
tistics of forced sterilization, and outlines the history of pop
ulation control. The pamphlet also tells you how you can work 
with the movement against sterilization abuse. 32 pages, 
many graphics.

Cuba for Beginners $.50
A funny and informative comic book history of the Cuban 
struggle for independence, starting with Spanish coloniza
tion. By the Mexican artist, Rius. 48 pages, tabloid news
paper format.

Imperialism = Hunger $.15
A short pamphlet that explains in clear terms how the world 
food shortage is a direct result of U.S. imperialism. Reprinted 
from Osawatomie, the magazine of the Weather Under
ground Organization., 8 pages.

Children of the Dragon $1.75
A story-textbook about the lives of two children in North Viet 
Nam during the war. A story of survival, courage and joy. 
Particularly useful for children age 7-14. 56 pages with color 
illustrations.

AVAILABLE SPRING 1976
Two new books from Peoples Press. Our Roots Are Still Alive 
describes the struggle of the Palestinian people to return to 
their homeland. Land of Courage tells the story of the Puerto 
Rican people’s fight for independence. (It is published in 
both Spanish and English editions.) Both books are 64 pages 
long and contain many photographs, poems, drawings and 
interviews. Write us for publication information.

HOW TO ORDER
Single copies of From Slavery to Freedom are $ .60 plus $ .25 
postage. For all orders, add $.25 postage and handling for 
orders under $2.00, $.40 for orders from $2.00—$5.00 and 
10% for orders over $5.00. There is a 20% discount for orders 
of 10 or more of the same item, and a 40% discount to 
bookstores.

Send all orders to:
Peoples Press, 2680 21st St., San Francisco, CA. 94110.
Write for our free catalog of other materials.
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